Birnbaum (1974) 's crossover interaction effect caused by variations of stimulus distributions was cited by Parducci (1983) as an incompatible evidence with the adaptation-level theory (Helson, 1964) . In this report, the author showed that a non-log-linear version of the adaptation-level theory can predict the crossover interaction, in contrast with Parducci.
According to Parducci (1983) , his rangefrequency model is lbrmulated as follows;
where Ci is the overt category rating of the presented stimulus i, Jt the judgment, a and b constants which match the endpoints of the judgment scale with those of the category scale, R1 the range value, F; the frequency value, w the weight parameter, s1, sm1. and smaz the stimulus values of the presented, lowest and highest stimuli, and r; the rank of the stimulus i within the N stimuli. One of the characteristics of the range-frequency model is that psychological impression or sensation of the given stimulus is not affected by the exposure to the immediately preceding one. On the contrary, the adaptation-level(AL) theory (Helson, 1964) assumes that responses are determined in relation to the current AL, which is the pooled effect of three classes of stimuli, focal, background (or contextual) and residual ones. That is, sensation is affected by AL. AL is not necessarily constant during experimentation.
It fluctuates trial by trial, depending on the presented stimulus (self-adaptation). When we consider the effect of this self-adaptation on the next trial, we should incorporate into the model the local contextual effect of the immediately preceding trial on the present one. On the other hand, the range-frequency model neglects this local effect, because both the range value Rt and the frequency value Fi are determined based on the whole stimulus set.
In criticizing AL theory, Parducci (1983) and Birnbaum (1974) contended that AL theory cannot explain the crossover interactions shown in Figs. 3 and 5 in Birnbaum (1974) (here, Figs. 1 and 2 ), while the range-frequency model does well. Anderson (1982) also cited Birnbaum (1974)'s crossover interaction as one of evidences that sensation to the particular stimulus is constant, although he admits the possibility of nonconstancy. In this report, the author showed that these crossover interactions can be explained by the model based on the concept of adaptation level. Birnbaum (1974) relating responses (R) to the impressions (this process is abbreviated as judgment). Given the stimulus set, the range-frcquency model assumes that sensation H is constant R, for the particular stimulus. The crossover interactions arc interpreted as the results of the effects on judgment of stimulus distributions. These interactions seem to reject the possibility of the contextual effects on sensations. However, this incompatibility comes from the special form, the log-linear one, of AL theory. Adoption of other nonlinear form of the effect of adaptation level makes it possible to predict the crossover interactions , which means that the sensation of the particular stimulus is affected by the context.
Non Log-Linear Version of AL Theory
If the immediately preceding stimulus Sr affects the current AL, the sensation for the focal stimulus st should be represented as HArk(si), where ALk represents the current AL affected by the immediately preceding stimulus sk. With the assumption that the response function J is the identity one for simplicity, the average rating Rave for the stimulus s; is calculated as where N is the total number of stimuli. But, eq (3) should be regarded as one of possible approximations to HAL, (s). AL is defined as the zero of function (Helson, 1964) . But, why does the organism adjust his zero-level of sensation depending on the surrounding environment? Klinke (1981) writes that adaptation enhances discrimination of sound pressure levels. Helson (1964) also noted dependency of discriminahility on AL. If shift of AL causes change in discriminability, must contain the variable AL.
In this report, as an example, HALk(s) is specified as follows;
The slope of eq(4) is steepest at AL, In calculating values Ravo(si) for the biased distributions, AL, is specified as where sk and savo are the immediately preceding stimulus value and the base line value of AL which is here set to be an arbitrarily chosen value near the midpoint in the given stimulus range, and w is a weight parameter. Raoe(si)s are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 for quadratic and cubic distributions of stimuli with parameter values w=0.9 and save= 500. In these figures, Ravs are linearly transformed so that the ratings to the maximum and minimum stimulus values, 100 and 1 000, are 1 and 9. The crossover interactions shown in these figures are essentially the same as those in Birnbaum (1974) , i.e. the non-loglinear AL model is also consistant with the crossover interactions.
For the purpose of qualitative analysis, HAL(s) was defined rather arbitrarily as eq(4), which has characteristic of the steepest gradient at AL. Precise specification of HAL(s) requires experimental data, which will determine ,J and H from the same data as in Birnbaum (1974) , or independently from separate data. But, Birnbaum (1974) attributed the effects of distribution biases to the frequency values Fi, and fitted the context-free psychophysical function to the residuals. We could take the other extreme position, i.e. attribute the contextual effects to psychophysical functions and obtain a contextfree judgment function f from the residuals. In this procedure, effects of distribution biases would be attributed to effects on sensation. if the truth is between the two extremes, we should not determine the both effects on sensation H and judgment ,J simultaneously. Better way is, e.g., to determine H and from separate data. But, whatever form LIAL(s) takes as the precise one, it should be noted here that any function HAL(s) with the steepest gradient about at AL makes Rave(s) be steeper in dense regions of stimulus distributions than in scarce ones, i.e., the crossover interactions in Birnbaum (1974) , because eq(2) shows that the gradient of Rave(s) is the average of those of Hsrk(s).
